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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Chromatin organisation disturbance is one of the main reasons for infertility in both women and men.
Apoptosis has proven to be responsible for collapse of chromatin and up to now there is no remedy
for prevention of apoptosis that occurs in adverse amounts, during certain conditions and diseases.
Treatment with RNase A along with the drug metosartan has led to new finding in re- recovery of
structural organisation.
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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

Chromatin is a highly organized Structure Comprising of
DNA, histones and RNA. The Function of chromatin includes
fitting to the Actual space available inside the cell, gene
Expression and also DNA replication in the cell. In the cell a
40kd DNA fragmentation protein acts as endonuclease and
makes oligonucleotide cuts which is required for packing of
chromatin(1). There are reports of infertility which seems to be
increased from 42million to 48 million in 2010(2) . Collapse of
chromatin due to apoptosis can be the one of the main reason
for infertility in both (5) women and men which yet has to be
proved. Apoptosis is a boon in case of removal of unwanted
cells and debris but it is promising a ban when it occurs in
more than to normal. RNaseA is one of the endoribonuclease
discussed here that cleaves the phosphodiester bond present
between 5’ ribose nucleotide and the 3’ phosphate of adjacent
ribose nucleotide. Recent work has given conclusion that the
synthesis and maturation of RNase A occurs in endoplasmic
reticulum (5) which is a small protein consisting of 129 amino
acids where as RNase10 an epidydimal protein which has
homology to that of RNase A of pancreas has shown to be
involved in post testicular maturation and fertility . RNase
protection to apoptosis is extremely a new topic where as
RNase protection in other cases such as virus protection (3), in
soft tissues (4) were studied already.

The samples was analysed based on their appearance of
chromatin organisation. The control which contains only PBS
showed normal chromatin which is clear from the figure 1.
PBS provides the required physiological conditions but due to
lack of required gene expression of the structural maintenance
proteins there is disturbance in the organisation of chromatin.
This may be the reason for collapse of chromatin. It explains
that collapse ofchromatin is mainly due to lack of DNA
replication and gene expression but not due to apoptosis which
can be explained by the absence of DNA fragmentation in the
sample. DNA replication is also a necessary requirement for
Chromatin organisation. Histone proteins phosphorylation is
one of the major reasons for the collapse of chromatin and also
the salt concentration present in the PBS also. RNase treatment
of testis clearly Showed cleavage of chromatin which proves
that RNA is also one of the Structural component of chromatin
and also formation of apoptotic bodiesis seen in the sample for
removal of degraded nuclear Material and debris which is clear
from the figure2. RNase A is involved in Processing of RNAs
which is also a reason for chromatin maintenance which when
disturbed leads to imbalance which explains that there is
RNase A dependent chromatin maintenance. Treatment with
drug and RNase A Resulted in recovery Which can be made
clear from the Figure 3. Repair of apoptotic bodies and regain
in the structural organisation of chromatin to some extent was
seen with this study.
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Figure 1-5 Microscopic analysis of testis smears in invitro condition. Figure 1 control sample of testis treated with PBS itself. Compact chromatin is seen .
DNA fragmentation is absent. Apoptosis is absent and the chromatin is mature . Figure 2 sample of testis treated with RNase A. chromatin cleavage is seen
as RNA is also a part of chromatin . Figure 3 test is treated with both drug and RNase A. some amount of chromatin is seen but DNA fragmentation also is
seen Figure 4 testis sample treated with drug. Apoptotic bodies are formed. Cells are dead as aniline blue doesn’t stain cytoplasm of dead cells. Figure 6
testis control sample kept in deep freezer in PBS only. Osmotic shrinkage and hypoosmotic effects are seen.

Metosartan drug treatment resulted in Apoptosis in testis of
rats which is Clear from the figure 4, and formation of
apoptotic bodies and Degradation of chromatin is also seen.
The drug Is actually involved in blocking of Beta receptors
which involves in Contraction and stimulation of heart thus
lowering blood pressure and here, it clearly causes apoptosis in
testis. The treatment of testis in PBS alone at -200c lead to
development of cold shock in the tissue and disruption of
structure of chromatin leading to osmotic imbalance which is
clear from figure 5.

DISCUSSION
Cell is a highly organized structure Whose one of the function
is to accommodate the highly folded chromatin in the limited
space. Certain conditions lead to decision of cells between
wanted and unwanted. The results are so convincing that
treatment with metosartan resulted in considerable apoptosis
compared to RNase A alone. But treatment with RNase A and
drug resulted in protection of apoptotic conditions due to
breakdown of RNAs that is involved in synthesis of apoptotic
proteins and also repair of degraded chromatin. One of the
main reason for the collapsed chromatin is apoptosis.
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Apoptosis is whether boon or ban is one of the major question.
It depends on the primary conditions, and that lead to new
finding that apoptosis in the testis lead to infertility, Treatment
with PBS alone at (- 200c) has lead to the cold shock and
osmotic shrinkage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Maintenance of animals
Male wistar rats were bought from banglore (raghavendra
enterprises). Water and rat feed was provide daily, husk was
changed for every 3 days and the animals are maintained at
room temperature.
Figure 6 A

Preparation of smear
A drop of sample was taken at one edge of slide and slowly
moved down with another slide in order to prepare a thin
smear. The slides were prepared as duplicates.
Preparation of drug
Metosartan tablets were bought from Royal pharmacy (near
v.vmahal road, Tirupati) composition metoprolol tartrate.
(25mg) and telmisartan (40mg) and excipients (1 tablet) was
dissolved in 50ml of distilled water.
Preparation of RNase
20mg of RNase in 5mlof PBS PH7.4 and boiled at 800c for 10
min in order to deactivate DNase if present.

Figure 6 B

Aniline blue staining
Experimental design
Healthy male wistar rats of body weight between 150 – 200g
was dissected by opening through the lower abdomen and the
testes is fat removed and maintained in following conditions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Figure 6 C

Control (only PBS 10ml)
RNase (200μl) and PBS (10ml)
RNase(200μl), drug (100μl) and PBS (10ml)
Drug (100μl) and PBS (10ml), All the 4 samples are
incubated for 1hr 40min.
Only PBS (10ml) in deep freezer for 1 day, made in to
slurry using PBS

Staining
The staining procedure was performed as that of Hammadeh
etal with minor Modifications which is explained in brief Here.
After smear preparation the slides were air dried and fixed in
the 3% Glutaraldehyde solution for 30 min. The Slides was
taken out and Washed in PBS twice at PH 7.4 (adjusted With
0.1M HCL after making to required Volume) taken in Petri
dish for 5 min each. After that it was incubated in 5% Acidic
aniline blue stain for 10 min (5g Aniline blue in 4% glacial
acetic acid in Distilled water) PH 3.5 adjusted with 0.1N
NaoH. The staining was performed separately for different
samples.
MALDI-TOF

Figure 6 D
Figure 6 MALDI-TOF analysis of fractions seperated by column chromatography
(7) . The F1 has given the maximum absorbance so the fraction 1and standard
sample consisting of RNaseA was send for analysis. Figure 6 A and 6B shows the
maldi analysis of negative polarity linear mode and positive polarity mode. In
negative polarity mode only RNase A present in the fraction is given the peak
where as in positive polarity mode RNA is present as major contamination so it has
given broad peak.Figure 6C, 6D is the negative and positive polarity linear mode
of standard RNase A sample .

The fractions separated by column chromatography (7) having
highest absorbance was given for MALDI- TOF analysis.
Sinapic acid is used as the matrix. Both positive linear mode
and negative linear mode was taken for fractions and standard
RNaseA sample.
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